Two guys meet up at the first for a game and discover that both of them have a psychological problem and need to play the game in an unconventional fashion. Turns out they see the same doctor, who has prescribed a game of golf using an imaginary golf ball to reduce stress. And so they tee off with their imaginary balls. Hitting eagles, pars and birdies and keeping down the middle the whole game, they reach the 17th. The first guy indicates that because their scores are even so far, he should go first. So he hits off with his imaginary ball.

"Look at that! A beautiful shot just on the edge of the green!" he exclaims.

The second guy hits his imaginary ball, and lo and behold— it also lands on the edge of the green, right next to the other guy’s ball! The first guy lines up and puts, “You won’t believe it— my ball just rolled into the cup! I win!” he crows.

The second guy responds, “You won’t believe it, either- you just hit my ball!”